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1. Introduction
Recent development in the field of Academic Landscape consists mainly in quotation
network analysis. It is possible to sort tens of thousands of academic papers into clusters
automatically by making full use of the various techniques that we describe in Section 2.
However, it is not yet possible to automatically define the characteristics of each field
identified by clustering as well as to automatically extract major papers in each field. Thus,
We research the method to automatically identify major papers in each field recognized by
clustering. Specifically, We examine the variance of years when a paper was quoted; then
we apply the variance to the page rank algorithm to calculate the importance of a paper. We
also aim to build up a hiangle map with a temporal axis based on the importance.
Finally, We describe the constitution of this paper. Section 2 surveys the preceding studies
of network analysis, clustering and bibliometrics that are element technologies to realize
Academic Landscape. Section 3 describes the purpose of this study and proposed method.
Furthermore, Section 4 refers to the result of experimental evaluation of the proposed
method before the conclusion in Section 5.

2. Related studies
Academic Landscape is kind of network analyses. Network analyses have long history.
Network analysis is based on graph theory [1] by Leonhard Euler in the 18th century. There
are a various analysis types to Network analysis. For example, “Complex Networks“,
“Network Optimization“, “Small World Phenomenon“, „Analysis of the degree
distribution“, “Clustering“. Currently, the most important technology is “Clustering“ in
the Academic Landscape.
Clustering is the method to divide data into clusters. Clustering can be a simplify the
structure of the vast amounts of data by having a common feature of the each clusters. The
initial clustering algorithm was focused on the central link, and the common method was
disconnect the center link to the first, then disconnect the around links to the second. On the
other hand, Girvan and Newman [2-4] proposed a new algorithm that uses the modularity
as an Evaluation function. Modularity is focused on links that mediate between the best
cluster and disconnect the link from the link-mediated higher.
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Then, Bibliometrics is a method developed by Garfield and Price. Bibliometrics is a method
to support the resarch activity. It does analysis of academic papers or patents, Then, It can
be understand that: “What is hot research topics?”, “Which a large number of cited
papers?”, “Which are important papers?”, “Which is related to that area?”, “Who is
important researcher?”, “Which is the important research institute?”
There are three methods of Bibliometrics analysis (Fig. 1.).
The first is the ”Direct Citation”. It is regarded there is a link between paper A and paper B,
If paper A is cited in the Paper C. In this case, there are 2 nodes and 1 link in the network.
Papers are regarded as having any link between the papers themselves has been cited, when
using a”Direct Citation”.
The second is the ” Co-Citation”. It is the method proposed by Small [5]. Then it is regarded
there is a link between paper A and paper B, If paper A and paper B is cited by paper C. In
this case, there are 2 nodes and 1 link in the network. Be considered that there are a links
between a pairs of those papers that all papers are listed in the bibliographies.
The third is the ” Bibliographic Coupling”. It is the method proposed by Kessler [6]. Then it i
regarded there is a link between paper D and paper E, If paper C is cited in the Paper D and
paper E. In this case, there are 2 nodes and 1 link in the network. Be considered that there
are links for all pairs of papers that cite.
A

B

Direct Citation
Co-Citation
Bibliographic
Coupling

C

E

D

Fig. 1. The kinds of citation analysis
It became possible to analyse the academic landscape by combining these studies.
Specifically, Each phase of the “Build of citation networks”, “Getting the largest connected
components”, “Clustering” and “Visualization” will be processed automatically. But each
area cannot automatically interpret. It is currently being analysed by the experts (Fig. 2).

3. Methods
In this study, to consider about automatic extraction of major paper in the each area to solve
the issue of previous section. To calculate the severity by the traditional citation analysis is
difficult, because shall be interpreted differently even if the same number of citations. For
example, the cases that have been cited in many papers during the same period, and, the
cases that cited in the long-term.
Therefore, in this study we consider a digraph assuming a paper is a node and a quotation is
an edge for each “case” mentioned above. Then, We try to calculate the importance of each
node by examining the variance of release years of source nodes whose edges enter into a
node after allocating release years to each node. And we aim to establish a hiangle map with
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Fig. 2. Procedure of Academic Landscape based on network analysis
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

To narrow down the number of papers by keyword (query) search in the
publication databases.
To make a list of quotations (papers) for a target papers.
To analyze the variance of release years of the papers in the list above to weight
each target papers.
To calculate the importance of each target papers by applying the page rank
algorithm with the weight above.
To visualize the result based on the importance (node & edge)

3.1 Publication databases and search query
This study used SCOPUS for publication databases. As a result of narrowing down the
number of papers by “clustering” as query, the number of papers for this study became
87,399.
3.2 Publication year analysis of variance and weight of each cited papers
Follow the steps 1) to 3) below to weight paper:
Step 1. To extract the maximum value in the histogram, the year with the maximum
number of quotations is extracted by using the function below and save it in
MaxYear.
MaxYear=max{y(x)|y(x):= Number of times the references in year Y }

(1)

Step 2. To identify the quotation period, find out the maximum year by examining the
release years chronologically; the year with the number of quotations exceeding
10% of the maximum year’s quotations for the first time should be the start year
and it is saved in StartYear. Then, the year with the number of quotations getting
below 10% should be the end year and it is saved in LastYear. The period of
quotation is achieved by the formula below:
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Period := (LastYear + 1) — StartYear

(2)

In addition, if there are two or more peaks in the histogram as shown in Fig. 3., the
steps above should be repeated and the periods are saved in Period0,1,2,,,,n.
Step 3. To calculate the variance (standard deviation) of a histogram, it can be defined how
long paper has been quoted by examining the variance (standard deviation) of the
release years of the papers that referred to the target paper. The following shows a
common way to obtain standard deviation; the obtained standard deviation is
saved in Variance.
Variance 

 (x  x )

2

n

(3)

Again, if the histogram is not normally-distributed (it has two or more peaks) as
shown in Fig. 3., the variances (standard deviations) of different periods
(Period0,1,,,n) is calculated and the average of them is to be saved in Variance.
Then, the value in Variance is used for weighing of the target paper.
3.3 Calculation of the severity of each cited papers
The PageRank algorithm [7] is a technique to calculate quantitatively which page is most
important if there are cross reference relations among pages such as the hyperlink structure.
In this study, We calculate the importance of papers by utilizing this algorithm. The
calculation follows the steps below:
(1)Each Paper have a unique scores. and each cited have a unique score,too.
(2) Assuming there is paper (X);
・ The score of X is P,
・ When X is quoted by other papers, X obtains scores, Variance1,,,,Variancen,
・ When X quoted other papers, X provides scores to others,O1,,,,Om.
Where, the statement below is assumed to be true:
Variance1+…+ Variancen=P

In other words, assuming that the total score of “out going” quotation for paper should be
equal to the total score of “in coming”, the total score should be considered to be the base of
the paper. Then, paper should be considered to be more important as the score becomes
higher. Thus, We intend to identify major papers in each field by applying the value in
Variance to calculation of the “in coming” score for paper. In the conventional algorithm, if
there are more than one “in coming” quotations, the score of each quotation was thought to
be equal. On the contrary, in this research a quotation with a larger value in Variance should
be thought to have a larger score. In this algorithm, the importance of paper can be
calculated with the factor of quoted years reflected.
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Fig. 3. Outside the normal distribution case that the shape of the histogram
3.4 Visualization based on the severity
Fig. 4. shows a visualization of the quotation network based on the importance obtained in
the previous section. Each nodes has the title of paper displayed. As described in the
previous section, a node with a larger importance is displayed as a larger node. In addition,
this tool is called SciHi (Science Highangle).

Fig. 4. Example of Academic Landscape based on weight of each cited papers

4. Evaluation experiment
In the survey report on study trend published in 2004, Tatsubori et al. used the publication
databases of IBM to survey the research trend of software architecture after 1999. They
manually extracted 51 major papers [8]. In this study, we examine how well the automated
method can extract the major papers that were manually extracted by experts.
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Tatsubori et al. used GoogleScholar to obtain the number of quotations for each year and
extracted top 40 papers in a year. In addition to them, they extracted 11 more papers about
software architecture by identifying international conferences that they thought particularly
important, resulting in 51 major papers. Furthermore, they adopted a unique classification
method in order to evaluate study trend quantitatively. Specifically, they classified 51
papers by defining each paper focused on which one of the following five roles that
software architecture played in software development process. Fig.5. shows the
classification result.
R:
M:
A:
C:
S:

Requirements for the system of various stakeholders are reflected in the
architecture.
Architect designs the architecture based on the meta-model.
The architecture is actually build up/modified.
If all the requirements cannot be met, the architecture is changed to meet the
requirements.
If the architecture is abstract, it must be modified so that it can be implemented in
a working system. Contrary, if the system has some changes, the changes should
be reflected to the architecture.

Fig. 5. An image of classification of papers by five roles of software architecture
Fig.6. shows the major papers extracted by SciHi in a similar manner to that of Tachibori et
al. Fig.5. and Fig.6. both indicate the paper numbers.
The following describes the way of extraction by SciHi: We used SCOPUS as publication
databases. Then, we selected “Software Architecture” for query and “1999 to 2004” for the
period for extraction of papers. Among 51 papers, 28 papers were not included because they
did not exist in SCOPUS (see the papers numbers in Fig.5. : 1, 5, 12~14, 16~19, 21, 24, 27, 29,
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30, 32~39, 41~43 and 49~51). Regarding five roles in Fig.5., we manually made minute
adjustment for SciHi (see Fig.6.) because they were an original classification set by Tatsubori
et al. for quantitative evaluation of research trend.
As shown in Fig.6., visualization result by the page rank algorithm (hereafter, it is referred
as this algorithm) with the variance value of a target paper taken into consideration as
weight showed all the 23 papers were extracted as major papers. Especially, the papers
(44~58 in Fig.6.) were extracted manually by Tatsubori et al. and all of them were extracted
as major papers.
Thus, this algorithm can automatically extract major papers that are the same papers
manually extracted by experts. However, SciHi extracted major papers that were not
extracted by Tatsubori et al. such as a large (green) node in the cluster of [R]. As a future
task we will examine these papers to see what meaning they have.

Fig. 6. An image of extraction of papers by SciHi

5. Conclusion
In this study on the network analysis of quoted academic papers, we tried automated
extraction of major papers in each one of the fields identified by clustering. Specifically, we
analyzed the variance of the release years of papers quoting the target paper; applied the
result to the page rank algorithm to calculate the importance of the target paper. Then, we
examined how well the automated method can extract the major papers that were extracted
by experts by comparing the result with the report on research trend in the software
architecture field that was published by Tatsubori et al. in 2004. As a result, this algorithm
could extract all the target papers as major papers. In other words, this algorithm could
automatically extract major papers with the same result as what experts manually obtained.
Last of all, in our experiment for evaluation, SciHi also extracted major papers that experts
did not manually. As a future task we will examine what these papers mean.
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